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Hard-to-heal Wounds1,2

Hard-to-heal wounds are extremely common in our
health-care systems. Often, these wounds are not recognized early enough, leading to reduced patient quality of
life, increased clinical workloads and higher costs. Some
of the most challenging components of chronic wound
management are prevention and management of infection, biofilms and progression of the wound to a healing
trajectory. Despite best practice principles, including
addressing the cause, performing tissue debridement,
managing infection and moisture balance, the edge of
wound may not advance. A more proactive approach to
early assessment and intervention can improve patient
outcomes and is much more cost effective.

Infection3

Chronic wounds are susceptible to infections for several
reasons:
y Chronic wounds provide an ideal environment for
bacteria and fungi to grow.
y Delayed wound closure increases the risk of continued exposure to infection-causing pathogens, leading to complications such as increased risk of fecal
contamination in pressure injuries.

Chronic Wound Pathways

It has been shown that implementation of an evidence-informed treatment pathway leads to improved
health outcomes. In 2020, Dowsett et al. developed The
Infection Management (IM) Pathway, a route to more
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tools that combines the diagnosis and treatment of local
infection and biofilm and offers a consistent approach
to care (Figure 1).1,2
Figure 1: The Infection Management Pathway
A route to more effective infection management
Improve patient outcomes1 with accurate decision making, a fast response and effective treatment choices
A Assess patient, wellbeing and wound

Start with
following steps
to undertake a
comprehensive
assessment2

B Bring in a multi-disciplinary team and informal carers to promote holistic patient assessment
C Control and treat the underlying causes and barriers to wound healing
D Decide appropriate treatment
E Evaluate and reassess the treatment and wound management outcomes

What clinical signs and symptoms of infection are present?

Biofilm1,3-5

Covert (subtle)1,3

• Antibiotic/antimicrobial
treatment failure
• Recurrence of delayed healing on
cessation of antibiotic treatment
• Delayed healing despite optimal
wound/patient management
• Low level chronic inflammation
• Low level erythema
• Friable granulation
• Covert (subtle) signs of infection

• Delayed wound healing
• Serous drainage with concurrent
inflammation
• Hypergranulation
• Bleeding, friable granulation
• Epithelial bridging and pocketing
in granulation tissue
• Wound breakdown & enlargement
• New or increasing pain
• Increasing malodour

Overt (classic)1,3
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Biofilm based wound care4,5

1. Debride and cleanse† as per
local protocol
2. Manage local bioburden and
infection with ACTICOAT◊ 10‡
Antimicrobial Barrier Dressing
3. Reassess at regular intervals
as per local protocol and
following the two-week
challenge principles6

Conduct comprehensive
reassessment using the

A B C D E
Yes

No

• Spreading erythema, warmth
• May include cellulitis, crepitus
• Wound breakdown/dehiscence
with or without satellite lesions
• Malaise/lethargy
• Loss of appetite
• Systemic inflammatory response
• Sepsis
• Organ dysfunction

Local wound infection management1,3,6

1. Repeated aggressive debridement and cleanse† as per
local protocol
2. Manage suspected biofilm with IODOSORB◊ 0.9%
Cadexomer Iodine Ointment7-9Ω
3. Reassess at regular intervals as per local protocol and
appropriate antimicrobials use. Two weeks’ minimum
treatment – may need longer than overt local infection
treatment due to persistent nature of biofilms

Have signs and symptoms of
biofilm / covert infection resolved?

Spreading or systemic infection1,3

Erythema
Warmth
Oedema/swelling
Purulent discharge
Pain
Increasing malodour
Delayed wound healing

approach, manage host
factors and refer to an
appropriate specialist

Spreading or systemic
infection management
• Refer to appropriate
specialist
• Tissue sample for
culture and sensitivity
• Systemic antibiotics
per local protocol

Have signs and symptoms of
local infection resolved?
No

Yes

Is the wound still stalled?
Yes – suspect biofilm

No

Use standard wound care (i.e. non-antimicrobial dressings) or advanced therapies until healing (follow local protocol)5

TWO-WEEK

CHALLENGE1,6∞

Antimicrobial dressings are recommended to
be used for a minimum of two weeks’ duration.
After two weeks, re-evaluate and either:

1. discontinue if signs and symptoms of infection have resolved,
2. continue with antimicrobial if wound is progressing but there are still signs and symptoms, or
3. consider an alternative antimicrobial and refer to an appropriate specialist if no improvement.

* No one sign or symptom can reliably confirm the presence of infection, and those with immunosuppression
may not exhibit signs and symptoms of clinical infection.
† Cleanse wound and periwound skin thoroughly. Should an antiseptic cleanser be selected, the product’s
Instructions for Use (IFU) and soak time should be followed.
‡ Consider the use of DURAFIBER◊ Ag Silver Gelling Fibre Dressing for deep infected wounds.
Ω Unless iodine contraindicated.
∞ For very-high risk patients and wounds (e.g. osteomyelitis), it may be appropriate to use antimicrobial
treatment for longer than the two-week challenge.
For detailed product information, including indications for use, contraindications, precautions and warnings,
please consult the product’s Instructions for Use (IFU).
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The IM Pathway is designed to:
y Promote comprehensive patient and wound assessment, including for signs or symptoms of local infection or suspected biofilm
y Guide management of patients with infected wounds
or wounds with biofilm
y Simplify clinical decision making and facilitate best
practice among all health-care providers, including
non-wound care specialists
y Increase continuity and consistency in care
y Encourage and support antimicrobial stewardship
practices
In 2017, Dowsett et al.2 developed and implemented
a pathway for use of single use disposable negative
pressure wound therapy (sNPWT) to “kick start” hardto-heal wounds (Figure 2). PICO sNPWT significantly
improved the healing trajectory of hard-to-heal wounds
compared with standard care, resulting in cost savings
and reduced nursing time. McClusky et al., replicated
this study with similar outcomes.4 Further, both studies
confirmed that the earlier PICO sNPWT is initiated
(< 3 months) the greater the probability of wound
healing.
Figure 2: The PICO sNPWT pathway
PICO sNPWT pathway2
Patient selection

Identify appropriate patients

Suggested wound selection criteria
• Wound >6 weeks in duration – wound has reduced in area by <10% per week
over previous 4 weeks
• Wound has not received NPWT within the last 6 weeks
• Wound is not clinically infected*
•
• None of the PICO contraindications for negative pressure apply

Weekly wound assessment

• Change in granulation tissue %
• Change in pain levels
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Week 4, 6 8 … decision point
Wound assessment and apply PICO

Good responder. Stop PICO
Wound reduced in area
by >40%
(But can re-instigate if wound
healing rate
stalls – at clinicians1
judgement)
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Week 1
Continue with

• Change in exudate levels

Dressings
and further investigation on onward
referral to a specialist service

The PICO pathway is designed to:
y Support clinical decision-making in the management
of hard-to-heal wounds
y Improve healing outcomes
y Encourage clinicians to think about taking a different
approach to hard-to-heal wounds
y Focus on progressing a stalled wound to healing as
opposed to simply managing wounds of longer duration
y Pinpoint at what stage clinicians need to make a decision about whether or not to continue therapy
y Emphasize the importance of early intervention

Week 0
Apply PICO

• Use simple length and width measures
for area and % healing calculation

Non-responder. STOP PICO

Traditional NPWT Compared to sNPWT5
In a multi-centre randomized, controlled study,
use of PICO sNPWT helped to significantly reduce
wound area, depth and volume compared with
tNPWT in patients with lower-extremity wounds
and twice as many wounds treated with PICO
healed compared to tNPWT.

Use clinical
and economical
judgement to determine
whether PICO treatment
should be continued
on a week-by-week basis
Wound reduced in area
between 10%-40%

Dressings
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